2022 TIARA YACHTS

ELEGANCE IN ACTION

IT IS NOT MERELY OUR CRAFT.
IT IS OUR CALLING.

From day one, Tiara has been led by a passion for handcrafted, beautiful boats that create truly
incredible experiences for Captain and guests. It is our conviction that to be the best is not sufficient,
for that is only a comparison to the standards of others. We set ourselves apart by pursuing the ultimate
goal of perfection, both in the products we make and in the entire conduct of our business.
We spend time truly understanding customers’ wants and needs, and providing for them in ways that
exceed expectations. It’s a passion that extends to the Tiara buying experience, and a better overall
dealer organization because every great voyage starts on shore.
Our service to customers encompasses partnerships with our dealers, establishing cooperative
working relationships with suppliers and standing behind our product at all times. In doing so, we
are confident our products will be a source of pride, an exhilarating thrill on the water and a lasting
investment to their owners for years to come.

Tiara has continued to elegantly evolve over the past few years while maintaining the heritage
established through company founder, Leon Slikkers. Each Tiara is built on over 70 years of boat
manufacturing experience, by hand, with passion and inspiration. Leon began building boats
with the simple goal of delivering the highest quality product possible while utilizing modern
production techniques of the era.

Over the years, the Tiara family of employees and three generations of Slikkers family members
continue to manufacture each Tiara Yacht under those same principles of quality established by
Leon Slikkers at the very beginning.

The evolution in design, construction and performance of Tiara Yachts firmly places us at the
height of the luxury yachting and fishing markets today. The continued growth of our outboard
powered products marked an important chapter in the history of Tiara. We’ve responded to market
demands with products that have, and will continue to, set the standard for outboard powered
vessels in this class.

As CEO of our company, my desire is to deliver a new Tiara complete with the latest proven
performance technologies, engineering innovation and timeless styling that you have come to
expect from our company. We believe that in each and every Tiara Yacht, you will feel the passion
and inspiration my father has instilled in the company, family and employees responsible for
delivering you an exceptional experience on the water.

Our commitment to excellence, development of exciting new models and customer service are
paramount to our success. But most importantly, we wish for you to enjoy each and every moment
of boating together with your family and friends on the water aboard your new Tiara Yacht.

Tom Slikkers
CEO and President

A VISION FOR TIMELESS DESIGN

TIARA HERITAGE
Tiara Yachts was born the day that Leon Slikkers left the
family farm to pursue his true passion: hand-building

The timeless elegance of Tiara is recognizable from great distances, but is also
evident in the smallest of details. Sweeping lines make for classic silhouettes,
carefully-curated colors and materials, and even the layouts themselves, establish

boats. His journey began with Chris Craft, where he

the highest standards of comfort and sophistication. Thoughtful design and

nurtured his love of boat making. His only complaint

engineering allow for more open, airy spaces to connect with the water and with your

was the frequent work stoppages at that time.

guests. Integrated features allow for every conceivable adventure you might want to
embark on, and below deck, our yachts offer a luxurious respite and refined quarters
for socializing or an enjoyable break.

It would be a few more years, but

in both cruising and racing circles. The

eventually Leon went out on his own,

racing models went on to take several

forming SlickCraft. The company’s

national titles and three international

Every nuance of design has been crafted and polished for an unparalleled yachting

dual cockpit runabouts were

titles.

experience. Social and piloting areas are as thoughtful in their design as it is

constructed from mahogany plywood
decks and molded plywood hulls, built
on a factory floor below the apartment
where Leon moved his family. He soon
began experimenting with fiberglass,
even while his wooden boats were
enjoying great popularity.

In 1976, with the non-compete clause
expired, S2 created the Tiara Yachts

Foresight and intelligent design offer up options and functionality to outfit your

division, named after the signature

yacht perfectly for any excursions you can dream of.

headdresses of royalty because Tiara
Yachts were built to be treasured by
their owners. The utmost attention to
detail and breathtaking designs made

As family-owned SlickCraft began

them instantly sought-after yachts by

to grow, it attracted new staff

both customers and dealers.

to its boutique factory where
craftsmanship was paramount
and every single staff member
endeavored to build and sell only the
highest quality boats. In addition
to the plywood-molded hulls, the
company soon began to produce
fiberglass hulls, mahogany wood
decks, chrome deck hardware and
upholstered seating. Soon thereafter,
the company was selling 12 models of
well-built boats at affordable costs,
while maintaining their well-earned
reputation for superb quality.
In late 1969 after much thought and
prayer, the company was sold to AMF,
with Leon staying on as president
of the SlickCraft division of AMF. It
wasn’t long though before Leon was
disappointed to see AMF did not have
the same passion he had built his
company on. A little over four years
later, Leon left the company.
Due to a non-compete clause, he
did not resume making powerboats,
focusing instead on sailboats,
creating S2 Yachts. The renewed
focus immediately garnered results.
Their custom quality boats inspired
employees, dealers and boating
enthusiasts alike. The 23- and
26-footers were becoming a favorite

effortless for Captain and guests to interact, pilot the boat, dock and embark again.

For Tiara, there is a single theme:

AMERICAN MADE
We take great pride in manufacturing an American Made product. Throughout our
storied history of hand-building boats, we have remained based in beautiful Holland,

that only the absolute finest will do.

Michigan. This allows us to offer the highest level of craftsmanship, the greatest

From materials to quality standards

control over quality and creates a source of pride for our customers that their boat

to the customer buying experience,

was handmade in the U.S.A., and legitimately of the greatest quality in the world. We

perfection is the only standard
acceptable.

have honed our craft throughout decades and generations, improving on design and
manufacturing to the apex of refinement evident in our boats today.

This unwavering approach has landed
founder Leon Slikkers in the NMMA
Hall of Fame, the Michigan Boating

The drive embedded in our company as the finest, privately owned U.S. boat builder

Hall of Fame, gotten him named

was instilled by our founder, NMMA Hall of Fame member, Leon Slikkers. From our

Manufacturing Entrepreneur of the

president to our newest employees, everyone at Tiara is committed to providing the

Year by Ernst & Young, and he even

best boat possible, from the smallest detail to the greatest, and with a world-class

received the Manufacturing Division
of MCI/Inc. Magazine’s National
Award for Positive Customer Service.

level of customer service. It’s a passion instilled in every Tiara employee and alive in
everything we do today.

Today, parent company S2 Yachts
is one of the few privately held

In all the boats that Tiara Yachts crafts, there is a single theme: that only the absolute

production boat-building companies

finest will do. From materials to quality standards, all the way through to the customer

in the world. It’s a success attributed

buying experience.

to our company’s dedication to
uncompromising quality, cuttingedge design, thoughtful innovation,
and unsurpassed customer service.
Every employee of Tiara shares in
the commitment to bring customers
the very best boating experience
imaginable, so owners can enjoy
the ultimate offshore and outdoor
adventures with their families and
friends. That is what Tiara ownership
is all about.

CONTINUED EXCELLENCE
We have prided ourselves for many years on our commitment
to excellence both in the quality of the product we build, and the
service we provide to our loyal customers. In doing so, we have been
recognized by the National Marine Manufacturers Association for
excellence in customer satisfaction every year since 2004. This
prestigious award is presented to manufacturers who recognize the
importance of customer satisfaction programs and utilize industry
best practices. In order to receive this award, Tiara maintained
a standard of excellence of 90 percent or higher in customer
satisfaction.
Every new Tiara owner is sent a survey in an effort for us to best
understand how we can improve the customer’s experience. This
diligent research process allows Tiara owners to feel confident that
we will go above and beyond to make sure their boating experience is
enjoyable, and provides valuable feedback so that we can continue to
provide the highest level of customer service throughout the entire
purchasing process.
Everything we do centers around the enjoyment of friends, family
and the water. We bring this focus to life through sophisticated
design and engineering, creating yachts that are visually stunning,
incredibly comfortable, technologically advanced, and easier to pilot.
In the following pages, you will witness the result of our efforts
to create the world’s most rewarding yachting experience. From
handcrafted tactile beauty to exacting technology, we have set out
to make every detail and aspect of our Tiara a pleasure to behold.
We hope you feel our passion too, in every yacht that bears the Tiara
name, some of the finest yachts on the water.

IT’S ALL IN
THE DETAILS
Down to the smallest of detail, only
the finest will do, and that extends
to each of the fabrics we offer.

Owners can choose from a variety
of modern designer selections with
luxurious options, fine textures
and patterns. You and your family
have the opportunity to customize
your new Tiara Yacht with our
coordinated fabric packages, giving
you the ability to personalize your
vessel to your taste.

It’s just one more way we are
creating one-of-a-kind experiences
for our customers.

INFINITE
COLORS
Tiara offers customers the option
of painting their new vessel through
a sophisticated color matching and
application process. Tiara’s painted
hulls feature a brilliant, durable finish
that is easily maintained. An endless
choice of colors paired with a painted
boot stripe elevate the already
luxurious and elegant style of a Tiara
Yacht. It also adds a personal touch
as an expression of the owner’s
personality and use.

Each painted Tiara is primed and
finish sanded against a guide
coat prior to the application of a
polyurethane base coat and clear
coat. Axalta Coating Systems,
supplier of the Imron paint systems
used. The durability and abrasion
resistance of Axalta’s marine
coatings help ensure that every
painted Tiara Yacht retains its gloss
and mirror-like finish longer and
requires less maintenance over time.

Protect your investment and express
your style by optioning to paint your
Tiara Yacht.
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OPEN SERIES
39 OPEN 43 OPEN

Cruising the coast. Day-tripping across open water. The Tiara
Open Series delivers enviable versatility, durability and style
with optional fishing and cruising features allowing you to boat
how you want to boat. The innovative Open Series introduces
smartly designed boats that deliver classic and timeless Tiara
style. And, like every Tiara, that style is built on an unmatched
heritage of American Made quality, strength and performance
designed to give you an experience unlike any other: one
carefree day on the water after another.
A luxurious array of features include abundant seating,
contemporary fabric options, custom paint colors and stateof-the-art electronics from Garmin®. The most remarkable
feature, however, may be the return on investment you feel
every time you hit the water.
Choose from the 39 Open or 43 Open, this series combines the
heritage of Tiara Yachts with elegance, style and performance.
Technological advances and sophisticated features that
accompany the Tiara Open Series complement the distinctive
American style that takes your breath away.

39 OPEN
Escape for the day or even a
weekend and experience the
spacious luxury that the 39 Open
offers. Ample seating, durable
fabrics and state-of-the-art
electronics from Garmin® are just
some of the features onboard.
Below deck, you will find a large,
open and comfortable retreat that
includes a teak interior featuring a
foredeck skylight/hatch system
that runs nearly full length from
the master stateroom to the salon
and galley.
A luxurious array of interior
features include a galley complete
with cooking amenities and
storage, a salon for entertaining
and ample storage throughout.
Option your 39 Open for cruising
or fishing and enjoy one carefree
day on the water after another.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. without Standard Pulpit

39’3" - 11.96 m

L.O.A. with Standard Pulpit

41’11" - 12.77 m

Beam
Draft
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Windshield
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop
Fuel Capacity
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Sleeping Accommodations

15’0" - 4.57 m
3’6" - 1.06 m
24,500 lbs. - 11,113 kg
9’7" - 2.92 m
10’4" - 3.15 m
535 U.S. gallons - 2,025.20 L
120 U.S. gallons - 454.25 L
38 U.S. gallons - 143.85 L
5
95 sq. ft. - 8.83 sq. m

Cockpit Size - Lower

80 sq. ft. - 7.43 sq. m

Deadrise at Transom
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< Optional Plan B Layout

Plan A Layout

<

Cockpit Size - Upper

43 OPEN
The 43 Open represents
the classic, timeless style
of Tiara Yachts, a focus
in keeping with the more
than 60-year heritage of
leadership and innovation.
With upgraded standard
features and optional
equipment choices that
let you have it your way, the
43 Open is fish or cruise
ready. An incomparable
deep-water performer, it
presents a secure platform
to aggressively manage sea
and weather conditions,
with a fuel-efficient hull
design and power package
that provide optimum
performance, handling and
maneuverability.
Below deck, the 43 Open
has a luxurious, roomy
interior, with a salon/
dinette/galley/great room
combo and two private
staterooms: the forward
master stateroom and the
port guest stateroom.
Whether pulling up to the
dock for dinner or running
offshore in search of big
game, you’ll do it with the
confidence of knowing
that your 43 Open is built
on an unmatched pedigree
of American Made quality,
strength and seakeeping.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. without Standard Pulpit
L.O.A. with Standard Pulpit
Beam
Draft
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Windshield
Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Hardtop
Fuel Capacity
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Sleeping Accommodations

43’3" - 13.18 m
45’11" - 13.99 m
15’4" - 4.67 m
4’2" - 1.27 m
30,000 lbs. - 13,608 kg
9’7" - 2.92 m
10’7" - 3.23 m
600 U.S. gallons - 2,271.25 L
130 U.S. gallons - 492.10 L
50 U.S. gallons - 189.27 L
6

Cockpit Size - Upper

98 sq. ft. - 9.1 sq. m

Cockpit Size - Lower

95 sq. ft. - 8.8 sq. m

Deadrise at Transom
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COUPE SERIES
C39 C44 C49 C53

The Tiara Yachts Coupe lineup is built on the strengths of
modern design, technical innovations and performance
without abandoning the classic quality traditions and styling
of its heritage. The timeless Tiara Yachts style reveals itself,
complemented by integrated hardtops with built-in sunroofs
and stylish windshields with tinted, unobstructed glass port,
starboard and aft for an open and airy feel throughout.
As you step aboard aft in the wide-open cockpit, you’ll enjoy
unimpeded access to the aft galley through the counterbalanced,
heavy-duty patio rear sliding doors. When open, entertaining
indoors is simultaneously joined with the joys of whatever waters
and scenery you find yourself moored.
Traditional hardwood flooring and trim are paired with modern
materials, hardware and finishes to give each Coupe a
contemporary feel. Open and airy staterooms, heads and living
spaces are basked with abundant natural light through skylights
and port lighting as well as ample glass window panes.
But maybe best of all, your yachting experience will be brought
to new levels of enjoyment through the feel of Volvo Penta IPS
drives engineered with glass cockpit instrumentation and
effortless joystick operation, all standard on each of the Tiara
Coupes. Paired with the dependable, sweet-riding Tiara hull, the
Tiara Coupes deliver an exceptional driving experience.

39 COUPE
Tiara’s uncompromised quality and luxury combined with top of the line integrated electronics systems

day head and aft stateroom providing plenty of comfortable space for a family or two couples to enjoy an

make the 39 Coupe a perfectly sized and powerful package. Twin Volvo Penta IPS drives, paired with the

extended cruise. Rich, solid-wood floors, modern wall coverings, architectural finishes and heavy-duty

dependable Tiara hull, deliver an exceptional driving experience. Joystick controls and glass cockpit

hardware highlight interior finishes. Tiara Yachts customers may customize their interiors to match their

instrumentation provide easy navigation and increase the enjoyment of your yachting experience. While

own unique tastes and styles. With open and airy floor plans that keep galley and cockpit engaged, every

classic Tiara styling and quality components highlight the exterior, modern interiors and architectural

detail has been thoughtfully attended to. Enjoy the full marine experience with a retractable sunroof, large

appointments await inside. A forward master stateroom with queen berth is complemented by a master/

windows, skylights and sliding rear glass door.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (fully loaded)
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Radar Mount
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Garmin® Radar
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Anchor/Navigation Light
Fuel Capacity
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Sleeping Accommodations
Deadrise at Transom

40’10" - 12.45 m
13’3" - 4.04 m
3’4" - 1.02 m
24,320 lbs - 11,031 kg
9’10" - 2.99 m
10’4" - 3.15 m
11’2" - 3.41 m
13’0" - 3.96 m
300 gallons - 1,135.62 L
100 gallons - 378.54 L
38 gallons - 143.84 L
4
13.8°

44 COUPE
A forward-leaning take on classic Tiara Yacht lines, the modern profile of the 44 Coupe heralds the progressive

teak complemented by the latest interior finishes. A spacious salon, generous staterooms and contemporary galley

nuances of this yacht. To promote more interaction between pilot and guests and for further enjoyment of the water,

accommodate multiple guests in style. The wrap-around windshield, large sunroof and abundant windows make for

the salon is enclosed but can be opened easily through the oversized sliding glass doors.

better visibility and brighter, airier interior spaces. Once outside the fun gathers around the aft grill and huge swim

The 44 Coupe features the latest in navigation and operating technologies, including Volvo Penta’s effortless

platform. It’s the perfect yacht where everything revolves around your connection with the water and your guests,

joystick control with assisted docking plus Garmin® electronics. The architectural theme inside is centered on warm

for memories everyone will cherish.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (fully loaded)
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop

45’6" - 13.87 m
14’11" - 4.54 m
3’8.75" - 1.14 m
28,700 lbs - 13,018 kg
10’0" - 3.05 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Radar Mount

10’1" - 3.08 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Garmin® Radar

12’3" - 3.73 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Anchor/Navigation Light
Fuel Capacity
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Sleeping Accommodations
Deadrise at Transom

13’5" - 4.09 m
350 gallons - 1,324.89 L
118 gallons - 446.68 L
35 gallons - 132.49 L
4
18°

49 COUPE
The 49 Coupe blends classic Tiara Yachts legacy with a contemporary balance of materials and improved layout,

complete with spacious L-lounge. Elegant fabric colorways blend with teak, solid surface and quartz accents to

increasing social zones while maximizing seating and comfort. Interior, the single-level salon offers unparalleled

present a contemporary look and comfortable feel aboard the 49 Coupe.

height, 360-degree visibility, cross conversational seating and a generous 48’’ wide helm seat. Accommodations
for up to six guests await below deck. The centerline master berth boasts private head, storage and an abundance
of natural light via the large hullside windows. VIP accommodations enjoy natural light and a private head entry
as well. Connect interior and exterior zones via sliding glass doors that open the galley to the single entry cockpit

The 49 Coupe carries our longstanding partnerships with Volvo Penta and Garmin® electronics, offering glass
cockpit, joystick control and current marine navigation technologies. Seakeeper® gyro stabilization technology is
an optional addition to your 49 Coupe. Integrated audio system, Bluetooth and advanced LED lighting are each
seamlessly blended throughout.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (fully loaded)
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Radar Mount
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Garmin® Radar
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Anchor/Navigation Light
Fuel Capacity

50’3" - 15.31 m
15’4" - 4.67 m
50" - 1.27 m
41,000 lbs - 18,642 kg
12’9" - 3.88 m
13’2.5" - 4.04 m
14’8" - 4.50 m
15’7’’ - 4.76 m
500 gallons - 1,892.71 L

Water Capacity

135 gallons - 511.03 L

Holding Tank Capacity

68 gallons - 257.41 L

Sleeping Accommodations
Deadrise at Transom

6
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53 COUPE
A strong, sleek and elegant profile combined with an integrated hardtop and large, obstruction-free tempered,

The exterior appointments and design integrations include the Tiara custom hardtop with sunroof and the salon-

tinted windows add to the 53 Coupe’s global styling. The salon and bridge deck, with her 360-degree panoramic

to-cockpit transition that welcomes guests to the outdoors. The 53 Coupe is powered by twin Volvo IPS II 950s with

views, open to the cockpit through sliding aft doors bringing the water right to your back door. Sophisticated interior

Joystick Plus control and paired with Garmin® electronics. The technologically advanced Volvo IPS power plants are

appointments make entertaining and overnighting comfortable for captain and guests. A port side walkway brings

matched to the proven hull delivering a solid ride whether you’re enjoying a calm day cruise or pushing the vessel to

you to the swim platform, aft grill and access to the trunk.

get you to your favorite getaways far offshore.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (fully loaded)
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop

54’6" - 16.61 m
15’11" - 4.85 m
4’3" - 1.30 m
42,770 lbs - 19,400 kg
12’2.5" - 3.72 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Radar Mount

12’4" - 3.77 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Garmin® Radar

13’9" - 4.19 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Anchor/Navigation Light
Fuel Capacity

14’6.5" - 4.43 m
650 gallons - 2,460.52 L

Water Capacity

150 gallons - 567.81 L

Holding Tank Capacity

86 gallons - 325.55 L

Sleeping Accommodations
Deadrise at Transom

6
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2 Stateroom

3 Stateroom

LS SERIES
34LS 38LS 43LS 48LS

The Luxury Sport (LS) Series consists of the first-ever outboard
powered Tiara products, designed specifically around outboard
propulsion. With a focus on luxury sport yachting, this lineup
offers sophisticated vessels ready to meet the demands of day
yachting. The epitome of functionality and comfort, LS models
feature multiple and easily accessible social zones as well as
ample lounging accommodations with transformational seating.
Glass cockpit integrated electronics, including the latest Garmin®
Marine Navigation Systems, provide ease of use. Available in 34,
38, 43 and 48-foot lengths, experience the joy of motion aboard
the Tiara Yachts Luxury Sport Series.

34LS
The 34 LS carries the
functionality and heritage of
luxury sport yachting set by its
predecessor, the 38 LS.
Complete with walk-around
capabilities, outdoor galley and
convertible sun pad, the 34 LS
continues to define luxury day
yachting. Captain and guests will
enjoy multiple lounging spaces
and social zones, offering
relaxation and fun while on the
water. Interior, guests will find
a quiet refuge complete with
sleeping accommodations
and head. Athletic, sleek
styling combined with thrilling
performance ensures one
exciting day on the water after
another.
Paired with Mercury® propulsion,
the 34 LS is ready to perform.
Outfitted with glass cockpit
integrated electronics and
the latest Garmin® Marine
Navigation Systems, captains
will enjoy the ease of use and
navigation aboard.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (motors down)
Dry Weight

34’9" - 10.59 m
11’0" - 3.35 m
3’1" - 0.94 m
13,500 lbs - 6,123 kg

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop

8’7" - 2.62 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Garmin® Radar

10’1” - 3.07 m

Fuel Capacity
Diesel Capacity (optional)
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Deadrise at Transom

200 U.S. Gallons - 757.08 L
20 U.S. Gallons - 75.71 L
30 U.S. Gallons - 113.56 L
20 U.S. Gallons - 75.71 L
22°

38LS
The 38 LS is the reinterpretation of
luxury sport yachting, a fusion of
sophistication with the demands
of day yachting. The epitome of
functionality, its walk-around
capabilities, bridge and lounge
seats via both port and starboard
entries with an island-style
outdoor galley are just some of
the features through which the
38 LS defines a new luxury sport
yachting segment. Multiple and
easily accessible social zones allow
friends and families of all ages to
experience a myriad of waterplay
activities, exterior grilling and
dining delights along with luxury
lounging via convertible sun pad,
elegant cabin and aft cockpit areas.
Wrap around forward bow seating
provides more space to laze and
enjoy time on the water with family
and friends.
Experience the joy of motion
aboard the 38 LS. The Mercury®
propulsion package boasts
performance, power and sleek
styling. Glass cockpit integrated
electronics including Garmin®
Marine Navigation Systems
provide ease of use for captain.
With a fuel capacity of 331 gallons,
you have plenty of range to spend
a couple of days running to your
favorite ports of call.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform

38’1" - 11.61 m

Beam

12’6" - 3.81 m

Draft (motors down)
Dry Weight

3’6" - 1.07 m
18,600 lbs - 8,437 kg

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop

9’2" - 2.79 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Garmin® Radar

10’4” - 3.15 m

Fuel Capacity
Diesel Capacity (generator)
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Deadrise at Transom

331 U.S. Gallons - 1,252.97 L
30 U.S. Gallons - 113.56 L
50 U.S. Gallons - 189.27 L
27 U.S. Gallons - 102.21 L
20°

43LS
The third model in the LS series,
the 43 LS combines the aesthetic
of sport styling with the luxurious
amenities and details synonymous
with the Tiara Yachts brand. Guests
can choose from multiple social
zones for relaxation and leisure.
Forward, the bow features wrap
around seating with a reclining
lounge. The helm seats four
comfortably, with standing room and
a leaning bolster just aft, providing
a secure zone for more guests while
underway. A side boarding door
located portside presents access
to your favorite water activities. The
innovative aft U-lounge rotates 180°
allowing guests to further enjoy
the swim platform and beautiful
views. Entertain everyone aboard
from the galley, well equipped
with sink, refrigerator and large
countertop. Below deck, comfortable
accommodations for four await.
The sleek styling of the 43 LS is
best complemented by power and
performance. Yamaha® or Mercury®
power combined with glass cockpit
integrated electronics including
Garmin® Marine Navigation Systems
provide comfort and control at the
helm. A fuel capacity of 400 gallons
combined with a top speed over 50
mph gets you to your favorite port
of call fast, giving you more time to
enjoy with family and friends.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (motors down)
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop
Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Garmin® Radar
Fuel Capacity

43’6" - 13.26 m
13’0" - 3.96 m
3’7" - 1.09 m
21,800 lbs - 9,888 kg
9’4" - 2.84 m
10’9” - 3.28 m
400 U.S. Gallons - 1,514.16 L

Diesel Capacity

30 U.S. Gallons - 113.56 L

Water Capacity

60 U.S. Gallons - 227.12 L

Holding Tank Capacity

40 U.S. Gallons - 151.42 L

Deadrise at Transom
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48LS
The largest outboard powered Tiara Yacht ever built; the 48 LS builds on the legacy of the LS series. Luxury is

Deploy the terrace and expand the cockpit in addition to improving access to the water. At the helm, sliding doors

amplified from bow to stern through unexpected details and refined yacht aesthetics. Social zones, a key area of

provide a welcome retreat from the elements. Below deck you’ll find a forward pedestal berth and private head in

focus in every LS model, allow for guests to choose their ideal space for relaxation. Forward, the bow features wrap

addition to the aft stateroom that features dual twin berths. The berths may be converted for more comfortable

around seating and reclining lounge. Aft, the innovative rotating lounge boasts multiple locking positions and

adult sleeping accommodations. Ultraleather and teak blended with a mix of stainless steel, detailed accent

built-in footrest.

stitching and solid surfaces elevate and amplify the elegance of every amenity on board.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (motors down)
Dry Weight
Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop
Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Garmin® Radar
Fuel Capacity

48’4" - 14.73 m
14’2" - 4.32 m
3’10” - 1.17 m
25,000 lbs - 11,340 kg
9’4” - 2.85 m
10’9” - 3.28 m
660 U.S. Gallons - 2,498.37 L

Diesel Capacity

30 U.S. Gallons - 113.56 L

Water Capacity

100 U.S. Gallons - 178.54 L

Holding Tank Capacity
Deadrise at Transom

50 U.S. Gallons - 189.27 L
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LX SERIES
34LX

The Luxury Crossover (LX) Series boasts the 34 LX
offering functionality and comfort for everyone aboard.
Designed specifically around outboard propulsion
and offering thrilling performance with glass cockpit
integrated electronics, including the latest Garmin® Marine
Navigation Systems.
Transformational seating aft allows guests to find their
individual place for optimal relaxation while the centerline
walkway leads to bow seating. Plenty of storage, well
equipped galley and private head allow for a full day’s
worth of enjoyment on the water.

34LX
A traditional bow rider
layout, the 34 LX luxury
crossover provides
comfortable forward
seating accessed via a
centerline pass through.
An accommodating
cockpit provides abundant
seating for family
and friends while the
transformational aft seat
offers the ability to enlarge
or reduce the cockpit size
based on guests’ needs
aboard. Smart storage
allows space for beach and
water gear as well as boat
equipment. The sunroof
and centerline passive
ventilation system both
offer fresh air throughout,
adding comfort for
everyone aboard.
Mercury® propulsion
provides power and
performance both captain
and guests are sure to
appreciate. Integrated
electronics and Garmin®
Marine Navigation
Systems complement
the package, providing
intuitive and functional
ease of use.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (motors down)
Dry Weight

34’9" - 10.59 m
11’0" - 3.35 m
3’1" - 0.94 m
13,800 lbs - 6,260 kg

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop

8’7" - 2.62 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Garmin® Radar

9’11” - 3.02 m

Fuel Capacity
Diesel Capacity (optional)
Water Capacity
Holding Tank Capacity
Deadrise at Transom

200 U.S. Gallons - 757.08 L
20 U.S. Gallons - 75.71 L
30 U.S. Gallons - 113.56 L
20 U.S. Gallons - 75.71 L
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LE SERIES
43LE

The Luxury Express (LE) Series consists of the 43 LE,
built with unique social zones, transformational seating
and thrilling performance. Innovative features including
the fold-down terrace and retractable enclosure system
further improve your comfort aboard.
Complemented by detailed styling and thoughtful design
accents, craftmanship is evident throughout. Your choice
of Yamaha® or Mercury® power with integrated electronics
complete this smart package.

43LE
The first in its series, the 43 LE
emphasizes sport styling and
luxurious amenities as well as
dedicated social zones and
thrilling performance. While the
bow provides relaxation via a
chaise lounge, the aft social zone
shows off a rotating lounge with
multiple locking positions and
a built-in footrest. A fold down
terrace expands the cockpit
and improves your access to the
water. Entertainment features
are found throughout, including
the galley, grill and premium
stereo system.
Head below deck and you’ll find
two sleeping accommodations:
a queen island berth and midcabin double berth. A complete
head with separate shower
provides all of the appropriate
overnighting or day-yachting
amenities one would need.
With three unique propulsion
package options, the 43 LE
is built for performance. Your
choice of Mercury® or Yamaha®
engines combined with the Tiara
Yachts integrated electronics
package provide power and
control at the helm.

SPECIFICATIONS

L.O.A. with Standard Swim Platform
Beam
Draft (motors down)
Dry Weight

43’6" - 13.26 m
13’0" - 3.96 m
3’5" - 1.04 m
22,100 lbs - 10,024 kg

Height from Waterline to Top of Standard Hardtop

9’9" - 2.97 m

Height from Waterline to Top of Optional Garmin® Radar

11’2” - 3.04 m

Fuel Capacity

400 U.S. Gallons - 1,514.16 L

Diesel Capacity

30 U.S. Gallons - 113.56 L

Water Capacity

60 U.S. Gallons - 227.12 L

Holding Tank Capacity

40 U.S. Gallons - 151.42 L

Deadrise at Transom
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INNOVATION
Tiara Yachts might be most recognizable by their elegant,
timeless design, hardware and trims, but the true hallmark of
our yachts are the innovative features. We partnered with Volvo
Penta over a decade ago and continue to engineer and design
our Tiara Yacht models together, maximizing the harmony and
performance of craft and powertrain. We’ve led the way in IPS
drives, using joystick operation for nimble turns and overall
ease of use. Other innovations include flush mount dashes with
visually appealing and modern designs.

Our advances extend to the philosophy of boating as well. We
are always incorporating features, storage and functionality to
reflect the modern demands of enthusiasts. They’re all ways we
make Tiara Yachts easier to enjoy, not just for the Captain, but for
family and guests as well.

POWER PARTNERS
For long-time partners Tiara Yachts and Volvo Penta, continually
improving the boating experience is our number-one goal. More
than 10 years ago, innovation and customer satisfaction collided,
and the two companies made history when Tiara Yachts became
one of the first boat builders in the world to use Volvo Penta’s
revolutionary new propulsion system: Volvo Penta IPS. As an early
adopter, Tiara immediately realized that the future of boating
lay in the revolutionary pod propulsion system that offered
unparalleled benefits as a unique alternative to the traditional
shaft drive. Nearly 20 years later, Volvo Penta and Tiara Yachts
continue to unveil revolutionary innovations that translate to the
ultimate boating experience as demand for Volvo Penta IPSpowered Tiara products continues to grow.

Outboard models boast partnerships with our engine suppliers:
Yamaha® and Mercury®. Each outboard option offers customers
a unique combination of technology and power including joystick
driving. Captain and guests will delight in thrilling performance
aboard and enjoy the peace of mind delivered through
dependable and purpose-built technologies.

ADVENTURE AWAITS

AMERICAN MADE

TIARA YACHTS
725 E 40TH STREET, HOLLAND, MI 49423 - 616.392.7163

tiarayachts.com
Specifications, pricing as well as standard and optional equipment are subject to change without notice.
All measurements shown throughout the Tiara Yachts brochure are approximate. For more information
and pricing, please contact your factory authorized Tiara Yachts dealer.

